Prayer Points: November 2018
Mission
• For the life and legacy of Eugene Peterson.
• For the work being done to build ties between various people of faith after the Tree of
Life shooting in Pittsburgh.
• For pastors and lay leaders to act as peacemakers during this very divided time in our
national discourse. For models that help God’s people understand and engage in the
times that they live in.

Unity
•
•
•
•

Race
•
•
•
•

For the Persecution of Christians in Egypt, China, and Nigeria.
For the split between the Russian Orthodox Church and the Ecumenical Patriarch.
Praise and safety for Pastor Andrew Brunson in his release from Turkey and for Asia Bibi
from Pakistan. In particular for Asia’s safety amidst violence and unrest at the decision
to acquit her of blasphemy charges.
For the Roman Catholic Church in the United States and the discernment process for
bishops and clergy. (an article which details recent events and the state of review of
documentation underway)
Death of a couple killed at a Krugor’s by a white supremist.
For the death of Botham Jean and ongoing litigation.
For the need for white churches to more fully partner with African American churches
around common social priorities and for equity in advocacy.
For the fear mongering around people of color and immigrants that is deeply impacting
our national discourse.

Justice
•

•
•

For the Public Charge a rule that has been released which would look at future use of
government use of benefits as part of the criteria for changes in immigration status.
More broadly, prayers against efforts by some to move our social safety net from a
needs-based to a merit-based system
For criminal justice reform legislation making its way through the Senate, likely with
changes that at least address some type of meaningful reform.
For the upcoming election: that citizens would vote and peace would prevail.

KMS Specific
•
•
•
•

For our upcoming events in the areas of race and unity. For end of the year fundraising.
For programming and planning in 2019.
For our work around the History of the Black Church project.
For identifying new staff across lines of race and gender.

